Welcome to the exhibition
“Myth and Modernity. Football in the Ruhr Area.”

The 10 questions of this quiz will send you on an exciting discovery tour. On the next page you will find a map of the exhibition. The areas where you will find the answers to the quiz questions are marked. The letters in the light grey boxes and behind the correct answers can be combined to form a solution word on the last page.

Have fun!
Many people love football. And they like to show it too! You can find different examples of that in the *A Way of Life* part of the exhibition. Only the right half of a picture is shown here. Find the full picture. How do the fans in the neighbouring house express their love for VfL Bochum?

There is a huge VfL Bochum flag in the garden. (P)

Blue and white flowers have been planted in the garden, forming the logo of VfL Bochum. (J)

The roof has been tiled in blue and white so that it shows the lettering “VfL Bochum”. (T)

When the teams of two towns located near each other within the Ruhr area play against each other, then the match is called a *Revierderby*. Many fans want to watch such a match because the way to the stadium is short for both the fans of the home and the away team. Tickets for such a Revierderby sell out quickly. Find the matching picture for this section. What did the visitor climb on in order to have a better view of the Revierderby between Schalke and Borussia Dortmund in 1958?

On a
The Places of Action part of the exhibition show photographs of the locations where football was and still is played: on the street (as long as no car is approaching!), on cinder pitches, sports grounds and of course in stadiums. However, you will notice that not only the football pitches but also their surroundings have changed quite a bit. Look for this picture taken in 1960. What can you see in the background?

- Pithead Tower (A)
- Coal dumps (U)
- Furnaces (O)

On the Side Lines there are assistant referees and trainers, photographers and reporters. Injuries are even treated immediately and wounds are stitched. What is the RWE player changing on the side lines in the black-and-white photograph dated 1977?

- His shorts (R)
- His shoes (N)
- His jersey (M)

The photographs in the On the Pitch part show players in exciting situations during a match, for example doing a overhead kick, a sidepuller, or in the middle of an header duel. Find the matching picture for this cutout and count: How many of the players’ feet are on the ground, how many are in the air?

- 6 feet on the ground, 6 feet in the air (X)
- 3 feet on the ground, 7 feet in the air (Y)
- 7 feet on the ground, 3 feet in the air (Q)

The pictures in the chapter Triumphs and Tragedies feature both very sad and ecstatic people – depending on whether “their” team won or lost the match. In this picture you can see the player Turid Knaak just after the FCR 2001 Duisburg has won the DFB cup. What is she taking a picture of?

- The goalkeeper is kissing the trophy they have won. (U)
- Her teammates are dancing around the trophy they have won. (O)
- The team captain is drinking champagne out of the trophy they have won. (A)
Today’s professionals always play football on a well-kept lawn. In sports clubs, the players often play on artificial lawn. The pictures in the next exhibition part show you how in the past and even today, football was and is sometimes played. It’s a hard, grey or red surface which gets dusty in dry weather and just as easily transforms into mud when it rains.

They play

Connect the mascots with the matching club logos:

What happened here? Rot-Weiss Essen and Rot-Weiβ Oberhausen play against each other, but neither team is wearing a red (German »ROT«) or white (German »WEISS«) jersey? Why is that? (The sign next to the picture will tell you.)

Since both teams have red and white as their club colours, you wouldn’t have been able to tell the players apart if they had put on their normal jerseys. That’s why they chose completely different colours. (M)

Russia started a war against Ukraine in February 2022. The football teams put on jerseys in the national colours of Ukraine to show that they are on the side of Ukraine. (W)

Which city does the club come from that has not chosen an animal as a mascot?
You have now seen more than 400 photos about football in the Ruhr area! In the German Football Museum in Dortmund you can marvel at more than 1,600 things about football in Germany. We have borrowed some of this great stuff for this exhibition, such as the jersey worn by a player from the Ruhr area at the World Cup final almost 70 years ago. Germany became World Cup winners through him. It is the jersey of Helmut Solution word:

Have you answered all the questions? Then enter the letters in the field with the corresponding task number.
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We hope you enjoyed the quiz!

Goodbye and see you next time!
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